Pandy's Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, April 27

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.

Meadowlands Race Picks
by Bob Pandolfo

RACE 1
5 GAZOO 5-2
3 SUNSHINES FINEST 4-1
7 ROCK JAGGER 5-1
4 MARTY MONKHOUSE 6-1

GAZOO and SUNSHINE’s FINEST both drop out of the tougher MADC 2 races...ROCK JAGGER was a sharp first over winner in a weaker field and may be closing off a quick pace in this amateur driver race....MARTY MONKHOUSE won for fun two back then had a tough parked-out trip from post 8 in last.

RACE 2
2 WHOLE LOTTA LOU 8-5
5 BRUTALLYHANDSOME A 2-1
6 BOBCAT BAY 3-1
3 BB LUCKY BOY 6-1

RACE 3
3 VOUKEFALAS 2-5
4 HANDLELIKEAPORSCHE 7-2
2 CAPTAIN BATBOY 6-1
1 ON DAYBOO 20-1

RACE 4
3 BIG BAD BILL 8-5
1 MISTER SPOT A 5-2
8 ABEL DE VIE 5-1
7 POSH ONTHE BEACH A 6-1

RACE 5
1 HEZA REAL DIAMOND 4-1
4 RANDOM HANOVER 6-1
2 WHAMMER JAMMER 5-2
8 WARRAWEET YANKEE 6-1

RACE 6
1 HUNTINTHELASTDOLAR 2-1
3 STRENGTHFROMABOVE 5-2
6 MAC’S DELIGHT 3-1
2 ERVIN HANOVER 9-2

HUNTINTHELASTDOLAR turned in a solid effort in his first start of the year and may have a class edge here...STRENGTHFROMABOVE ships in from Yonkers where he finished third in a race that went in 1:51.2...MAC’S DELIGHT wasn’t that fast as a 3yo but finished up the year with three straight wins at
Dover Downs. He qualified twice, both good qualifiers...ERVIN HANOVER beat weaker in last at Philadelphia but his overall form is fine.

RACE 7
4 PRIMARY COLORS 7-5
3 MAYHEM HANOVER 3-1
7 GANDOLF THE BLACK 5-1
1 WARRAWEE TOTAL 9-1

PRIMARY COLORS was a solid second behind a speedy pacer who was taking a key drop in a tougher field at this level...MAYHEM HANOVER ships in from Philly and fits well at this level...GANDOLF THE BLACK was in tough last but beat weaker handily in his two prior starts...WARRAWEE TOTAL showed little in last but gets a better post and he fits here on one of his better efforts.

RACE 8
2 CAPTAIN CRUSADER A 2-1
3 ONE EIGHT HUNDRED 5-2
4 J M MANDAMIN 7-2
5 COLOSSAL STRIDE A 6-1

CAPTAIN CRUSADER A showed good late pace from far back in his second start of the year...ONE EIGHT HUNDRED hasn’t raced since 2022 when he was a quick 3yo but did qualify sharply twice for a top barn...J M MANDAMIN was rated perfectly by Tetrick (who drives the 2 horse here) to wire weaker; classy sort missed all of last year but looked pretty good last week and could keep improving...COLOSSAL STRIDE A is better than last.

RACE 9
5 ITS SATURDAY NIGHT 6-5
7 MCCRUNCH 2-1
6 TENACIOUS HANOVER 6-1
9 PRINCIPLE INTEREST 9-1

ITS SATURDAY NIGHT was developing nicely in his 2yo season, looks well prepped for return and may have a class edge...MCCRUNCH didn’t race as a 2yo but won his first two starts here last month then broke leaving on the first turn at Philadelphia, recovered, and had a tough trip; gets Gingras in the bike and looks like the main rival.

RACE 10
5 MAXIMUS MIKI 8-5
3 AMERICAN DEALER N 5-2
1 SOUTHWIND GENDRY 3-1
4 CHASE H HANOVER 7-2

RACE 11
6 CAMLACHIE CHROME** 2-1
5 CLAYTONS BETTOR N 7-2
7 ROLLINWITHDAPONYZZZ 5-1
9 THE OPENER 8-1

CAMLACHIE CHROME gets a big driver change to Dunn.

RACE 12
6 JUST PLAIN LOCO 5-2
7 HUNT FOR CASH 3-1
5 SHOOBEE DOO A 7-2
8 NEEDHAM HANOVER 4-1

RACE 13
4 BELLUCCI 7-5
4 COCCO PUFF POWER 2-1
9 YOUCANCALLME DAISY 9-2
7 CELCIUS 8-1

RACE 14
7 DRIBBLING BI 5-2
9 DONATO PATRIOT K 3-1
5 PAPA DOC 7-2
1 BULLY BOY HILL 4-1

BEST BET: CAMLACHIE CHROME 11th Race